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Abstract

Yosyf Botsian (1879–1926) is one of the important figures in the twentieth-century revival of Eastern Catholicism in Ukraine. Following his formation in several intellectual centers of Austria-Hungary, Botsian was brought into the circle of Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky and appointed rector of the Lviv Theological Seminary, which he helped reform according to Jesuit models, emphasizing spiritual development rather than rigorous external discipline. He also continued scholarly work and encouraged the social and political engagement of both seminarians and clergy. During the First World War, Botsian was sent into exile in Russia; before they were separated, Metropolitan Sheptytsky secretly ordained him as bishop of Lutsk, thus closely associating Botsian with his own dream of the restoration of Eastern Catholicism throughout the historical lands of the Kyivan Metropolia. Unfortunately, Botsian was never able to occupy his see. While Lutsk was incorporated into the new Polish republic following the First World War, neither Sheptytsky and Botsian nor the Oriental Congregation could overcome the opposition of the Polish government and of some Polish Roman Catholic hierarchs to the renewal of the Byzantine rite in eastern Poland. Effectively deprived of his episcopal rank in the last years of his life, Botsian endured disappointment, persecution, illness, and an untimely death. Groomed as Sheptytsky’s successor, Botsian never fulfilled this role, and his dream of the spread of Eastern Catholicism beyond Galicia and its return to the rest of Ukraine would not be fulfilled until after his death.
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* * *

Примітка: У всіх цитатах творів австрійського та міжвоєнного періодів збережено правопис оригіналу.
He was like a meteor, that shone perhaps in order to burn out.¹

Yosyf Botsian was a scholar, an idealist, and a dreamer.² His dream was to see the Eastern Catholic Churches restored in the lands of Eastern Europe where they had been suppressed by the Russian Empire. This dream was given to him by his mentor, Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky. Botsian spent part of his ecclesiastical career in scholarly pursuits and in seminary formation, but the crux of his ministry was to be the key player in Sheptytsky’s restoration project, of which he became a living example when the metropolitan named him bishop of the suppressed Eparchy of Lutsk. Yet the revival of the Eastern Catholic Church outside Galicia encountered serious political and religious opposition. Botsian was blocked from taking up his post in Lutsk and his dreams of a Greco-Catholic restoration were to remain unfulfilled. In sacrificing himself as an instrument of Sheptytsky’s controversial plans, Botsian was destined to endure disappointment, persecution, illness, and an untimely death. Groomed as Sheptytsky’s successor, Botsian ultimately served as the precursor to Yosyf Slipyi, who was later to succeed Sheptytsky as metropolitan of Lviv-Halych.

**Early Life – From Busk to Lviv**

Yosyf Ivan Botsian was born March 10, 1879 in the village of Busk, Kamianets district, in Austro-Hungarian Galicia, and was baptized by the local pastor, Father Emilian Petrushevych.³ His parents, Ivan Botsian and Yulia Kapii, already had two older children, Vasyl and Ivanka, while a younger

---


³ Emiliyan Petrushevych (1830–1901): parish priest of Busk in 1860; dean in 1863; father of Yevhen Petrushevych (1863–1940), president of the Western Ukrainian National Republic in 1918.